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three-dimensional CAD models or online slide sets extends an ordinary answer to a question. Think of learning how to do origami by reading instructions versus watching an online video. Likewise, physical therapy exercises are much more easily followed on video, and even surgery procedures can be learned (and then performed) solely by studying online videos (Koya et al. 2012; Richard Santucci, personal communication, 2014 1 ). Most importantly, information technology changes the way we think, particularly in scholarly pursuits. This has also happened historically (see, for instance, Blair [2010] and Weinberger [2011] ). From the introduction of printing, through cataloging systems, databases, and search engines, as we change the methods of organizing information to decrease the time to access information, we also change the fundamentals of the way we conduct research and think about knowledge more generally (Russell et al. 1993) . As research scientists, we now search for literature, code, and data primarily online through search engines.
Looking up pieces of information has never been simpler, thanks to three forces: (1) the growth of content on the world wide web, (2) the increasing competence of search engines to index that content in sophisticated ways, and (3) improvements in the capability to parse queries expressed in question forms. As our society turns increasingly into a mobile, always-connected, always-on culture, the amount of time it takes to access information continues to decrease. The advent of widely available search engines is one of the success stories of software and hardware engineering. AI systems and techniques are so deeply enmeshed in their architecture that AI engineering can claim a large part of the credit for search engine successes.
By the end of 2014, more than 3 billion people had access to the Internet, meaning that they had the power to ask any question at any time and get a multitude of answers within milliseconds. 2 However, with this ability comes the task of distinguishing between accurate, credible, true information and misinformation or disinformation. That skill, which was once in the hands of socially approved editors, publishers, librarians, professors, and subject-matter specialists, has now passed into the hands of everyone who is searching for the information. It's the searcher's challenge now.
Yet we're not doing an especially good job of teaching these skills to our students. It has become evident that high school students in the United States, when required to perform simple research tasks using multiple web resources, have difficulty selecting search keywords effectively, determining the credibility of a website, and discerning the bias of an Internet article (Hargittai 2002a (Hargittai , 2002b Badke 2010 ). What's more, student online research skills seem to vary according to net family income, which is correlated with high use of the Internet at home and school. The skills needed to determine the credibility of available information mean that each of us needs to become an expert on understanding what the information we're finding actually means, how it's created, and where it's coming from (Leu et al. 2014) .
At the same time, there has been a huge shift in the way we work and the way we think about things. Programmers seem to spend about as much time searching for code and development support as they do actually writing code (Umarji, Sim, and Lopes 2008) . It's well-known that MDs and other knowledgeintensive professionals rely on Internet-scale search to maintain their command of relevant information (Hughes et al. 2009 ). And we all rely on a quick search to answer the simpler, smaller, less important questions that come up in our lives all the time.
The bigger question is this: In a world where we can do an online search for nearly any topic, what does it mean to be a literate and skilled user of information? What does a knowledge-based research skill mean? Is there still a role for advanced research skills of the kind once traditionally taught in libraries? I suggest that the answer is yes-there is still a need for instruction in this skill set.
Have our professional research skills kept up with the shifts in technology? Do they need to continue to improve as search engines become ever more capable of processing content?
Search Engines are Knowledge Engines
It's important to realize that search engines as we think of them now -Google, Bing, Yahoo, Naver, Cesnam, Yandex, Watson, Siri, Cortana, Google Now, and others -aren't just the text-mashing or linkanalysis engines of the early 2000s. They are rapidly evolving into knowledge engines that do richer and deeper analysis, in addition to providing knowledgebased functions that rely on intelligent inference and semantic analysis. As a way to think about this new breed of knowledge tools, let's call these computer knowledge engine programs KEs, so we don't carry along the burden of "knowledge" or the biasing effects of what it means to be intelligent. The KEs we have built to date are impressively sophisticated now, and are continually adding to their knowledge competency. What does this mean for us, their users?
KEs Change the Way We Think About Knowledge
KEs provide many functions to their users, going well beyond the late-1990s model of text web-document indexing and giving access to a universe of images, maps, high-resolution Earth imagery, three-dimensional objects, local movie times, and videos (to name just a few). A KE's role has evolved into one where many different kinds of information are rap-idly available with a simple interaction. Once available exclusively on desktop computers, hand-held devices can now reliably provide voice interactions to navigate from place to place, ask information-seeking questions, or to show family photos. With all of these different kinds of information resources, the temptation is to believe that all of human knowledge is available through a KE. The KEs give an implicit sense that the world's information space is "flat," and widely available through search, regardless of where it is, or how that information is organized (Zhang 2008 , Rowlands et al. 2008 . The most common expression is that ". . . just about everything is available via [a web search] these days…" even though that isn't even close to being true (Holman 2011 ). The mental model users have of KEs isn't just that of a tool for searching web pages, but as a way to search for content and ask questions of what's available online-in public online content, as well as personal content. Although the perception is that "everything is available," the reality is that the breadth of content available also sometimes makes it difficult to find exactly what you're seeking, especially if it's in a highly crowded term space.
There's an ongoing public debate about the net influence of KEs on whether they make us collectively smarter (Thompson 2013) , less intelligent (Carr 2010 (Carr , 2012 , or if their profound effect on the way we think is due to the quality and depth of information available on the web (Weinberger 2011) .
Despite the arguments back and forth, it has become clear that people really do think differently when they realize that information can be quickly searched for, rather than simply remembered (Dror and Harnad 2008) . As Sparrow, Liu, and Wegner (2011) show through their studies, simply knowing that information can be reliably found online (say, on a KE) changes the way that we learn information and can later recall it. These studies point out that KEs effectively become reliable partners in a form of external cognition (Hutchins 1995) , analogous to the transactive memories that we have long used to remember who among our colleagues is a specialist in a particular domain.
But there's a trade-off. These findings suggest that human memory takes advantage of external memory and cognition systems in well-practiced, automatic ways. We learn what the KE "knows" and when we should attend to the information easily available in our computer-based memories. In essence, as Sparrow, Liu, and Wegner (2011) write, "We are becoming symbiotic with our computer tools, growing into interconnected systems that remember less by knowing information, than by knowing where the information can be found." That is, we become dependent upon online tools to the same degree we are dependent on the knowledge we gain from our friends and coworkers, and suffer recall deficits if those friends, coworkers, or KEs are not available.
KEs Do More Than Text Retrieval
In addition to using KEs as a memory amplifier, KE users are rapidly shifting away from thinking about queries as simple textual matches with synonym expansion to content on the web. This is a trend we see with increasing amounts of semantic and structured-data markup-a query can often pull an answer out of the context of the original data setting. For example, when we search for an error code or symptoms of a product malfunction, KEs can frequently extract the relevant portion of the page and present it as an isolated factoid (Paşca 2007; Gruber 2008) .
Information Services
During the past few years, KEs' range of capabilities to answer questions has grown dramatically with improved query-parsing methods, better synonym handling, more robust text parsing, deeper knowledge analysis, and improved machine-learning techniques that map from queries to destinations. These continuing improvements have given rise to a view of KEs as question-answering systems, and not simply as advanced text fragment finders. For example, Google's Knowledge Vault (based on contributions from Freebase augmented with contributions from knowledge extraction methods) now has ~1B facts, each with an estimated probability of being true that is ≥ 0.9 (Dong et al. 2014) . Despite this apparently large size, repositories such as Freebase or Knowledge Vault are still far from complete. For example, in Freebase (the largest open-source knowledge base), 71 percent of people in the system have no known place of birth, and 75 percent have no known nationality. Coverage for less common relations or predicates can be even lower (Bollacker et al. 2008 ).
What's more, KEs are increasingly becoming more than just sites where information/knowledge retrieval takes place, but they're also becoming more proactive (presenting information in anticipation of need, such as a phone number just before the meeting starts) and more task-centered (sending messages, making reservations, playing music on command as well as providing lyrics). With recent releases of proactive (aka predictive) information systems, users can discover information pushes of calendar alerts, weather, flight times, sports scores, transit directions, local restaurants, and others (Bohn 2012) .
Computational Services
KEs also let users search for services that do different kinds of knowledge work, in essence becoming a kind of cognitive amplifier. Wolfram Alpha, with its sophisticated mathematics engine, is probably the best known of these specialty services. (On Alpha, for instance, the query [ integrate sin x dx from x = 0 to pi] gives the numeric answer of 2, while [ integrate sin x dx ] gives back the symbolic expression -cos(x) + c). There are a great number of other kinds of online tools that can be found on the web through a KE search. This changes the way we think about knowledge: we know such knowledge-based tools exist, and we learn the skill of finding them. There has been a profound shift in the way people think about knowledge because these special computational services exist and are easily found by a KE. With tools such as calculators (mathematics, mortgage, great-circle route, body-mass-index), data "mashups" that allow easy searches over recombinations of multiple data sources (pricetracking, Twitter trends map, historical weather data on maps), reverse dictionaries, part-of-speech and grammatically marked-up current content or archives searches (Fraze.it), searchers now think of a KE as an assemblage of data, text, and information services, all of which can be used easily.
Web Content Constantly Changes
It comes as no surprise to learn that content on the Internet grows, disappears, and changes form rapidly. Just as importantly, not only are millions of new pages created daily, but the kinds of content change as well. New media types and aggregations continue to emerge regularly (such as Pinterest-tagged image collections, or professional question-answering sites like StackOverflow), and often in large quantities with impressive coverage on specific topics.
Content access also changes frequently due to copyright or policy-level changes (such as when access to a body of content is withdrawn, or when access rights to a data set are changed). This change in content stability can lead to "content surprise" when online content suddenly disappears or is replaced by newer content that doesn't preserve the old material. Google constantly adds new books to its corpus as new material is added through relationships with publishers or from scanning operations. Sometimes those contents are removed or have newly reduced access as well due to changes in copyright status.
There is also an increasing trend to create new kinds of information -with large amounts of data comes the opportunity to identify and extract new data held in the old data sets by reanalyzing the content, a process called datafication (Mayer-Schönberg-er and Cukier 2013). For example, German and Czech scientists reanalyzed large amounts of Google Earth imagery to identify the compass orientation of deer and cattle to discover a surprising north-south orientation bias (Begall et al. 2011) , and 18th and 19th century ship logs are being datafied to recover weather data from those years for improved longterm weather modeling (Küttel et al. 2010) .
Not only can data be analyzed for new signals that were there all along (but previously unidentified), data can now be reanalyzed to improve the original data itself. In other words, by reanalysis (such as through tweaks in the underlying OCR algorithm), the base data can be continuously improved. Just because the data set has been analyzed once doesn't mean there isn't more to be gained by reanalysis with improved algorithms. For the searcher, this means that questions that were once unanswerable with a given data set might now be useful with the newly reanalyzed data. An issue for the user is knowing which data sets have been upgraded and that reissuing queries would prove fruitful.
There is also an ongoing discovery of data resources that have been present, but not indexed or otherwise unavailable for searching. For instance, many images on the web have associated EXIF data that record time, date, exposure, image-specific unique IDs, camera serial numbers, and location information. Some KEs now index this information and make it searchable, making it possible to discover images taken by a particular camera, at a particular place, at a particular time. Not only does reanalysis give rise to new data, but it also exposes previously invisible data to indexing.
Overall, there has been an important shift in the way people think about information content: not only is it large, rapidly and continuously available, but it grows and changes moment by moment. The old mental models of knowledge as a slowly growing, slowly evolving repository are growing more out of date by the second (Thompson 2013) . Not only does the content change, but the range of questions that can be asked does as well.
The Information World Is Not Flat
There is a tendency to believe that all the world's information is available through a simple KE search. While indexing the world's information is a goal, today it is still necessary to understand the structure of information resources. Searching for academic research papers is much more efficient if you use one of the scholarly information collections, rather than just searching on the global, open web. This selection of a resource to search is a kind of search scoping needed to include the appropriate kind of result. The information space isn't smooth, but has distinct structure. The more you know about that structure, the more effective you can be as a searcher. In fact, this repeats the advice given to reference librarians to "understand the range of information resources" available (Bopp and Smith 2011) . Now, instead of knowing all of the reference books on the shelf, a skilled searcher will know the range and scope of online reference sites and tools, and understand how to find them.
In summary, a huge problem for KE users is knowing what's possible. This suggests an active, ongoing learning strategy on the part of the searcher. Even taking a class on information search will be a good beginning, but lessons learned there will quickly stale in the face of continuous, ongoing change in the KEs and content space. How can future searchers stay skilled and aware of what's possible?
KEs Are Complex Systems
While KEs work to make the user experience of search simple and transparent, the fact is that a KE is a complex system that can sometimes behave in ways that don't match the mental model of the user. Users need to learn how to work with KEs and understand what they can do. The underlying knowledge base changes rapidly, but so too do the ways in which the KE system itself operates. A KE is sufficiently complex (for both algorithmic and data size reasons) that many of its behaviors are unintuitive.
Automation Surprise
All sufficiently complex systems seem to have inexplicable, magical behavior. KEs often have this property as well. When a complex system behaves in a way that's incongruous with user expectations, a mismatch between user and system models of what's going on arises that is often called automation surprise (Palmer 1995 , Rushby 2002 ).
In KEs, searchers occasionally find themselves seeing results that don't make sense-they're strikingly irrelevant to what they expected to see in response to a query. Usually, this momentary confusion arises from inadvertently switching between content types (such as searching a News corpus while expecting to be seeing Web corpus results). This automation surprise is termed "stuck in a mode" and commonly comes about when the searcher is doing one task, then switches tasks without making the corresponding change in the modality of the search interface (Bredereke and Lankenau 2002) .
The World's Knowledge Constantly Changes
In addition to constantly changing web content, we live in a world where knowledge constantly changes, even facts that have been considered verities of long standing and accuracy. While agreed-upon knowledge has always changed with new discoveries, here both the frequency with which new knowledge is Articles WINTER 2015 65
Figure 1. Where Was This Photo Taken?
Metadata information, such as the EXIF data captured on many digital photographs, can be used in unexpected ways to search for information across different kinds of resources. Here, EXIF data (lat, long) is taken from the photo and used to find a location in a map. That location can then be used to switch to a street level view to confirm that the photo was taken at the place claimed.
Where was this photo taken?
being created, and the speed with which that knowledge makes its way into the canonical record have changed (Gleick 2012) .
We live in an age of rapid knowledge discovery, and yet the transmission time to get content into schoolbooks is long. Many people now look to online references for information that is much more timely and more reflective of current understanding than traditional printed texts.
Understanding How Extraction and Inference Works in KEs
Going beyond sophisticated text search, modern KEs also actively extract information by processing text sources, looking for named entities, dependences between entities, coreference resolution (within each document), and entity linkage (which maps proper nouns and the coreferences to the corresponding entities already in the knowledge base). Accuracy of the extracted knowledge is then fused with supervised machine-learning methods to improve accuracy (Dong et al. 2014) . Searchers need to understand when information found from a search is inferred versus accessed by text lookup.
One of the key components of KEs in the near term future will be their ability to make increasingly accurate inferences. IBM's Watson, for instance, combines multiple sources of knowledge to provide results based on deep reasoning, incorporating taxonomic reasoning when creating answers to queries (Kalyanpur et al. 2012) . For the searcher with a complex question, understanding the basis from which the answer to a KE query is derived is essential. Thinking critically about where and how information is derived is an essential part of the research process.
Understanding the Answer Requires Understanding the Question
What is the distance from Earth to the sun? Depends on how and where in the elliptical orbit you measure. When asking that question are you seeking the distance from the center of Earth to the center of the sun? Or the distance of the closest point of the surface of Earth to the nearest point of the sun. Depending on which definition you use, the distance may vary by as much as ~700,000 kilometers (~435,000 miles).
This suggests that KE users need to be able to understand the basis on which KE inferences are made and the results offered up as authoritative. Again, sophisticated users of KEs need to understand that answers are driven by a consensus model and may be based on older information sources.
Reference librarians answer questions of this kind by conducting a reference interview in order to clarify the details of the library patron's question (Bopp and Smith 2011) . Usually a librarian can, through knowledge of language and culture, understand that a question about the book War and Peach is actually a question about the Tolstoy novel War and Peace. Surprisingly, the AI spell correction system in KEs will rewrite "War and Peach" to the correct title. Does it work in all cases? Queries for [ the Great Gatsbee ] will spell-correct, but [ the Great Gadfly ] will not (not because the edit distance is too far, but because there's a great deal of content on the web with the string "Great Gadfly," and that overshadows any automatic correction).
Reference librarians also negotiate the boundaries of meaning between cultures. If a patron asks a question such as "Who is the president of Germany?" the librarian has to realize that the term "president" in the United States and "president" in Germany don't quite align. In all probability, the patron is asking about the chancellor of Germany (or less probably, who the Ministerpräsident of a German state is).
A large part of the skill in using a KE today is to take on the role of the reference librarian and recognize when the searcher has hit the edge of what the KE can answer. That is, one of the skills a searcher needs is to know when to extend, refine, and guide the search process. This means recognizing when responses given by the KE aren't lining up with each other, and when multiple resources must be consulted to draw an accurate and plausible picture. For the question [Who is the Ministerpräsident of Germany ?], a skilled searcher must look at the results carefully and quickly learn that this is an ill-formed question. It's a bit like asking [ who is the president of Nevada? ]. Both questions when posed to KEs will give answers and links to pages with content about Ministerpräsidents and German states (or Nevada and presidents of colleges there). Both times the searcher needs to recognize this lack of a real answer and dig more deeply to understand the question and reframe their search.
We Need to Understand What a KE Can Do
A striking characteristic of KEs is that they evolve rapidly in the range of capabilities they offer. Offering new capabilities is often seen as a competitive advantage. What's more, the range of capabilities will continue to constantly change as new aspects of content become available. In the history of scholarship, this is a new information landscape. Historically, information sources (and their access methods) have changed slowly over time (Blair 2010) .
Since mid-2011, several KEs have offered the capability to search their image corpus by using an image as the query. This search capability allows us to search for images by similarity to a given picture. From a user's perspective, it means we can search not only for an entire image, but by understanding a bit about how it works (by computing a signature over the entire image), we realize that we need to search for images that have specific kinds of properties. Thus, for a large, complex image with many parts, the like-lihood is that the entire image won't be recognized, but if you crop the image to a part that might well be considered important, then you can find the answer.
Compounding these complications, people even don't understand many basic search capabilities and properties. A repeated finding from studies of KE users it that much of what can be done to use a KE is not widely understood or used (Hargittai 2002a (Hargittai , 2002b . The most dramatic example is that ~90 percent of the U.S. KE-using population does not know that it is possible to search for a string of text on a web page (Ma, Mease, and Russell 2011) . Surprisingly, most people search the page visually, scrolling line by line to locate the information they need.
Part of understanding what a KE can do is understanding properties of the underlying information space. For example, the content over which the search is taking place is often specific, keyed to particular terms, and has a global extent. Even though it's not discussed much, key ideas such as relative term frequency and specificity are important pieces of search knowledge. This shows up when users with common names search for their names and are surprised by the lack of information about them. Such users need to understand that John Smith is a common name, as is José Lopez or Arun Gupta.
When systems evolved slowly, it was relatively simple to learn most of the capabilities of a tool. A researcher could easily know all of the functions and capabilities of a traditional research database and the nuances of its interface. But we now see that the underlying content, the capabilities, and the UX change frequently. How users think about and use AI systems may be affected by functional fixedness. They get stuck on a well-known or common use of the KE and don't consider alternative methods for solving a problem using new tools at hand (Duncker and Lees 1945) .
In a recent study I conducted ( Knowing a bit about how Google's search-by-image mechanism works suggests that cropping down the large image to just the salient part is more likely to produce a match. The large image has many features, whereas the cropped subimage will more probably match an already existing logo image somewhere in the crawled images.
Crop image to recognizable part
Search-by-image with subimage unavailable for the foreseeable future. What's more, copyright and policy issues will keep content tied up in unsearchable ways, while corporate issues will continue to affect the availability of information.
Recognize That There Are Differences Between KEs
The large, general-purpose, broad-range KEs (for example, Google, Bing, and others) provide superb coverage and the ability to provide depth on topics of particular interest. They're extremely good at covering web content, news, text resources, images, videos, maps, and so on. They are less good at providing indepth search services in specialty topics (for example, mathematics services, domain-specific context indexing, and others). The information landscape is not flat, nor are KEs completely universal in their coverage and competence. Each of the KEs offers a large number of different kinds of knowledge services to users.
Due to local policy or legal restrictions on what kinds of knowledge can be served, KEs will always be slightly different in their behavior from place to place. This isn't just an odd property of implementation, but a deep observation about the nature of social and political factors at work. Just as the content of encyclopedias was never consistent across national boundaries (Aaron Burr, the American traitor; Aaron Burr, the British hero), so too will KEs necessarily serve different versions of knowledge depending on where the query is issued and the knowledge received. Maps are currently different depending on where they're viewed (contended national boundaries always look different from the other side of the border dispute), and this is true for contentious data sets as well (Bowker and Star 2000) . illustrate this well in their book about classification systems. Not only do medical categories vary substantially from place to place, but their use and interpretations do as well.
Understand How KE Search Interfaces Work
Currently, KEs are getting better at answering questions. This is clearly the direction of future KE development, but thus far there is no real working discourse model. At the moment when a question can't be answered (for example, [ Daniel Russell doctoral advisor ] ), KEs don't signal that they lack the knowledge to give an answer, but fall back on giving a web search set of results instead. It's an important difference, one that's worth noticing.
A skilled KE user knows that the text abstracts (also known as snippets) for each web result are algorithmically generated without deep semantic processing. Effectively, the snippet composition system selects out fragments of text that score highly with respect to the interpreted form of the query. Those fragments are then concatenated together with ellipses, sometimes leading to an unintended interpretation when culated a simple mathematical expression incorrectly. Why? This wasn't a test of mathematical knowledge, but a test to see if they knew that KEs have built-in calculators. Those who got it wrong did so because they computed it by hand or by using manual calculators, this despite having just been primed to use a KE for search tasks in the previous question. This suggests that not only do the study participants not know that calculators are built into many KEs, but also that they don't know that it's possible to search for such a tool. At the same time, the KE interface for most KEs has a strong clue built into it: when you enter an arithmetic expression, a calculator opens up on the web page. Despite this obvious affordance, nearly one-third of skilled web KE users don't think to use the tool in this way.
What Does This Mean for Research Professionals?
As professional researchers, we live in a time of impressive change. Not only do we use few of the content search methods of a few years ago (imagine research life without scholarly content indexing!), but as described in this article, the content and methods are changing as well.
We Have to Recognize That Change Is a Constant The KEs will change their user interfaces, adding and removing capabilities, and the underlying available information available will change. As a consequence, the ways in which we ask questions will change. We have to learn the conventions of the KEs and the landscape of information possibilities.
Need to Understand Coverage and Limitations
Knowledge workers who use KEs every day will need to understand what's in the realm of possibility and understand the assumptions that are built into the search processes. And the KE providers need also to provide simple ways to discover what's possible and understand the extent of possibilities and limitations. For example, there is currently no stemming in current KEs for Turkish, so search over documents in Turkish is very dependent on the forms of the words being used. This will doubtlessly change as text analysis methods improve with time, but it's currently a limitation on how well KEs search in heavily inflected languages. In the future, KEs need to become proactive about the ways they support experienced researchers in their uses.
Similarly, KE coverage is impressively large, but we have to overcome the illusion of omniscience, particularly with students learning to do their research online. The web is not the sum total of human knowledge. While we, as a culture, are putting more and more content online, and more content is "born digital," there is still content that's offline and will be read as a summary of the page. If you know this about snippets, the correct reading is clear and straightforwardbut this model isn't explained, and isn't widely understood by KE users.
In other words, a KE user has to learn to interpret the subtle signals that are often implicitly expressed in the interface design. Mostly (through iterative design and testing many variations on a theme) the UI designers arrive at a solution that works for most people in most cases. But for critical readings and for complex research tasks, the UI needs to be read with some skill and understanding. This includes attending to changes in the UI, as well as stepping in and questioning search results when an error seems possible. This is just the realm of critical thinking applied to using KEs.
Occasionally the result of deep search processing will actually be incorrect. Until recently, in response to the query [ when was the Declaration of Independence signed ] some KEs gave an answer of "July 4, 1776." While this is widely believed and commonly represented on many web pages, it's not correct-that's when the Declaration was approved. Signing took place weeks later, with most delegates signing on August 2, 1776.
As has always been true, skilled researchers will second-source their answers, particularly (as in this case) they see evidence of discrepancies in the different web pages that are sources of the information.
Ask Good Questions that Match the Capabilities of the KE Searchers need to be sophisticated about what they are asking and thus what kind of answer to expect: the world is complicated and not all simple questions have simple answers. Example: When was the USS Constitution built? A: The keel was laid November 1, 1794. It was first launched on September 20, 1797 (but it accidentally stopped short of the water). It finally landed in the water and was commissioned on October 21, 1797. Even simple questions can have unexpectedly complex answers.
The increasing sophistication in representing world knowledge online also implies that asking the right questions Articles WINTER 2015 69 will become more of a skill. A common error made among beginning searchers is to pose queries that have a built-in bias, a kind of leading question. This is fairly common among K-12 students who don't yet understand the basics of web search; in this case, that results are rank ordered depending on the terms in the query. So a query like [ is the average length of an octopus 25 inches? ] will give web links that look supportive of the supposition baked into the query (that is, that octopi average 25 inches in length), but only because there are so many positive hits that mention the terms "octopus" and "25 inches" on the same page. The KE doesn't really understand the question, but gives pages that best match the query, with its biases built in.
Read Carefully
Just as with the skill of reading snippets today, reading the answers generated by KEs carefully is an essential skill, particularly learning when new UI idioms come into play. For example, for a simple question like [ what are the languages of Eritrea ], the answer will be displayed as "Eritrean Official Languages: Tigrigna, English, Arabic" even though 6 other languages (with large, distinct populations) are also spoken there. If you miss the word "Official" in the answer, you''ll expect the answer to match your question and will miss the 1 million Tigrespeaking population of Eritrea. Likewise for the languages of South Africa-for the same query about South Africa, if you overlook the pulldown UI element in the interface, you might be forgiven for thinking that there are only 6 official languages, when in fact there are 11.
This isn't a critique of KE user interface design as much as it is a recognition that designs will continue to evolve to reflect the changes in underlying content and to show the results of new analytics that surface new kinds of information, and that the changing legal and political climate will influence information availability. For the user, this is important knowledge. The searcher needs both to be aware of the continuous evolution and to develop a kind of operational resilience in the face of ongoing changes. Notes 1. Richard Santucci, M.D., FACS, is a urologic surgeon who teaches reconstructive surgery methods extensively throughout the world. His online videos have been used by surgeons in remote locations to learn procedures that are otherwise impossible to learn. 2. For current data, see InternetLiveStats.com/internet-users.
